Epson EB-460

Epson is pleased to introduce the Epson EB-460 Ultra Short Throw, 3LCD Multimedia Projector. Stylish and discreet, this Ultra Short Throw projector is the ideal companion to any interactive whiteboard installation in the Corporate environment.

KEY FEATURES:

- **Ultra Short Throw Projection** – Minimised glare and shadows
- **Powerful Brightness up to 3,000 Lumens** – No need to close the curtains or dim the lights
- **Low Power Consumption and Long Lamp Life** – Low Total Cost of Ownership
- **Integrated Wall Mount Included** – Stylish, unobtrusive modern design
- **Network Functionality** – Operate and monitor from a remote location
- **3 Year Projector / 1 Year Lamp Warranty** – Peace of mind protection for your investment
- **Direct Connect to ELP-DC06** – View images directly from Document Camera / Visualiser

With stylish, modern design and cutting edge technology, the Epson EB-460 sets a new standard for Ultra Short Throw projection. Projecting a sharp, square-edged image, at a brightness of up to 3,000 lumens Light Output and 3,000 lumens Colour Light Output, this projector is ideal for the modern corporate environment. Interactive content and electronic whiteboarding never looked so good!

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

**Ultra Short Throw Projection**
Capable of projecting a 79” screen from as close as 58.5cm, the Epson EB-460 delivers an amazing presentation experience. Thanks to the Ultra Short Throw distance of these projectors, presenters are able to deliver rich multimedia content without the distraction of glare in the eyes, or shadows on the board disrupting vision. With the added benefit of 3LCD Technology, lessons will feature rich, vibrant colours that bring content to life. Plus, with up to 3,000 lumens Light Output, there is no need to dim the lights or draw the curtains, so meetings can start straight away without interruption.

**Low Power Consumption and Long Lamp Life**
At Epson, we know that planning for the future requires a strong commitment to the environment. That’s why these products conform to the new European Directive on Eco-Design of energy using products. The main objective of this directive is to ensure energy
efficiency throughout a product’s lifecycle. The EB-460 conforms to the criteria of this directive.

As with all Epson products, ease of use and low cost of ownership were paramount in the design process of the EB-460. Lamp life is estimated at up to 3,500 hours in ECO mode, making it one of the longest lasting lamps in this category. We even back these lamps with a full 12 month, 750 hour lamp warranty to give you peace of mind.

**Integrated Wall Mount Included**
In keeping with the sleek, unobtrusive design of these projectors is the integrated wall mount that ships with the product. No additional purchase is required for install, and being Epson designed and manufactured, you know that the quality is second to none.

With the Epson mount, installation and set up is a breeze. The projector ships with the mounting plate already attached, ready to slide onto the mount arm. Featuring micro adjustment capabilities for tilt, pitch and yawl means that installers are able to get a perfect picture quickly and easily. That means less down time for each installation and less cost to your business.

**Network Functionality**
With the EB-460, monitoring and operation can be carried out from a remote PC via network connection. System Administrators can turn the projector off, switch between sources, as well as control and monitor lamp and temperature conditions. Using this feature you can be sure that all projectors are operating correctly and be certain that all units are turned off at the end of the day and in the process, save time, money and reduce drain on the environment.

**Direct Connect to ELP-DC06**
Further enhancing suitability to the modern office is the ability for the EB-460 to connect directly to the Epson ELP-DC06 document camera / visualiser. These Epson products feature unique technology enabling them to connect via USB and provide full operation without the need for a PC.

**Wireless Connectivity**
With the addition of the ELPAP03 Wireless LAN Unit, these projectors become a part of your 802.11a/b/g wireless network. For incredibly easy peer-to-peer wireless connection on the fly without the need for additional software, add the ELPAP05 Easy MP quick wireless connection USB key.
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